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Abstract 
J.W.Milnor introduced a local move called the link-homotopy and it is an 
important tool for the classification of links. 
Recently several local moves of 1 inks whose concepts are stronger than that of 
link-homotopy are defined. And the properties of these moves are studied and 
applied to the classification of links. 
In this paper, we discuss a local move called the #-move and prove some propertieso 






Throughout this paper, link is tame, oriented and ordered one in an oriented 
3-space R3 .
For a link R, the deformation illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) ((b)) applied to a
component of R is called a self ij (resp. self pass)-move. (In [4],[7],[8], these 
moves were called self ij(I)-move, self ij(II) -move respectively.) 
Two links R and R'are said to be self ij (or se(f pass)-equivalent or R is said 
to be self ij (resp. self pass)-equivalent to R'if R can be deformed into R'by a 




If f. and f'are self pass-equivalent, they are self�-equivalent [3]. But the 
converse is not true. The following is known [4], where <p(k) means the Arf 
invariant of a knot k [5]. 
Propos1t10n. For two n-component links f. = k1 U…U kn and f'== 
k�U…U k�, if f. and f'are self�-equivalent and <p(ki) = <p(kD for each 
i = 1, …) n, then f. and f.'are self pass-equivalent . 
Although we consider some properties of self�-equivalence of links only , 
the obtained results in this paper may apply to self pass-equivalence of links 
by adding the condition of the Arf invariant of knots. 
Let L = K1 U … U Kn be an n-component link. Suppose that B == 
B 1 U…U BP is a union of mutually disjoint disks B, for p < n such that 
B; n L = fJBi n L which consists of tw? arcs of L with orientation coherently 
to that of L for each i = 1, …，p and L(= L + fJB) is an (n - p)-component 
link. Then we say that L is obtained by a p -fusion of L and that B are disks 
of a p-fusion of L. 
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In Section 2, we study the self U-equivalence of links obtained by p-fusions 
of self U-equivalent links and prove Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. 
Next we consider a special p -fusion, called a product p-fusion. If L' = 
K{ U ... U K�is an n- component link split from the above L in R3, namely 
there is a :3-ball炉in R3 such that L C E3 and L'n E3 = 0 , then we denote 
LU L'by L o  L'. For a 2n-component link L o  L', let B = B1 U…U En be 
disks of an n-fusion of Lo L'such th戸.t B;n(LoL')=(an arc of K;)U(an arc of 
KI) for each B;, i = 1, ... , n. Then L(= Lo L'+ 3B) is called a link obtained 
by a product n-fusion of L o L'. 
In Section :3, we study the self U-equivalence of links obtained by product 
n-fusions of split links and prove Theorems 3.1 and :3 .:3. 
2 Fusions and self�-move of links. 
For two n、-component links f = k1 U…Uk五，f'= k�U … Uk;, in R3 [a.], R鳴l
respectively, if there is a union of mutually disjoint annuli A = A 1 U ... U An in 
R3 [a., b] satisfy ing the following, we say that A is the union of tt- annuli between 
f and f': A nR3 [a.] = f,AnR3 [b] = -f'and A,nR3[a.] =丸，AinR互[b] = -k: 
for each annulus A, and A is locally flat and non-singular except finite points 
in the interior of A which are the singularities of A, denoted by S(A), such 
that (aN(P : R3[a., bl), aN(P: A)) is the link illustrated in Fig . 2 for each 
point P of S (A) . In this case, f and f'are said to be tt-cobordant or f is said 
to be tt -cobordant to f'. 
or 
3
Fig . 2 
We easily see that, if f. and f.'a.re self�-equivalent, they a.re level-preserving 
ij -annuli A, namely A has neither minimal nor maximal points [2], between 
e and f.'. Moreover we obtain the following by the similar way to the proof 
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denoted by叫）（三cp(f)ーと� 1 cp(ki) mod 2), is also defined if f. is proper . 
For the self tt-equivalence of 2-component links, the following is known in 
[8]. (Recently it is proved that the self廿—equivalence of homotopic links can 
be classified by these reduced Arf invariants of proper sub links [9].) 
Lemma 2.3. Let f. =柘Uk 2, fl.'= k �Uk; be 2-cornponent l inks respectively 
,U 1ith Link(k1, 朽）= L-ink(k �, 灼）(= r ). Then 
(1) rt r is odd, f and f'are se(f U-eq'Uivalent.
(2) r/ r is even, fl. and f.'are se(f tt-equ ivalent if and only if剛）＝叫＇）．
For p = n - 2 in Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 2.4. S'Uppose that f =€1 Uもand f'= f�U的are n -component 
l inks 、wh ic h are se(ftt -eq'Uivalent and that L = K1 U K2 and L'= K{ UK; are 
l inks obta ined by any (n - 2)-.fus ions of f and f'respective切，where K,_ and 
Kt are knots obta ined by (n., ―1)-fus ions of f; and f'; respectがuely for i = 1, 2 
and n 1 +叫 = n. Let r = Link(f1 ,f2)(= Lk,Oi,h,1cらLink(k, 丸））• Then
(1) If r is odd, L and L'are se(f U-eq'Uivalent.
(2) If r is e-uen and f, 右and もare proper, L and L'are se(f tt-equ がualent.
Proof. Since fl. and f' are self U-equivalent, each f.; and f.'; is self 廿ー
equivalent for i = 1,2 and so Link(£�,£;)= r .  Moreover, since both K, 
and K[ are obtained by (n; -1)-fusions off; and £'; respectively, we obtain 
that Link(K1, Kり= Link(Kf,}名）= r .  Hence if、r is odd, L and L'are self 
U-equivalent by Lermna 2.:3(1). 
Next we consider the case when r is even . Then both Land L'are proper . 
Hence it is sufficient to prove that rp(L) = rp(L') in this case by Lemma 2.:3(2). 
Since f. and f.'are self tt-equivalent and介も are proper, f.�, 灼are also 
proper and self tt-equiva.lent toりもrespectively . Therefore we have cp(f.) = 
cp(L), cp(f') = cp(L'), cp(f; ) = cp(K』, cp(f.D = cp(K:), rp(f) = rp(f') and rp(f』 =
(p(f.�) for i = 1, 2. Hence, 
rp(L)三 cp(L)- cp(Ki) - cp(K2 )三 cp(fl.)- cp(ハ）一cp(f.2 )
三rp(f)- rp(fリーrp(も） 三rp(f')- rp(f� ) - rp(ぢ）三rp(L')( mod 2). 
Therefore L and L'are self tt-equivalent . 
For an n -component link P =柘 U…U k n, f. is said to be p'llrely proper if 
L ink(k ;, k j ) is even for each i,j = 1, . .  ,n, ,j =J j. If f. is purely proper, fl. and 
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any sublink of I! are proper. By Theorem 2.4 we obtain 
Corollary 2.5. Let£, I!'and L, L'be those of Theorem. 2.4. If I! is purely 
proper, L and L'are self U-eq'Uivalent. 
Remark 2.6. In Theorem 2.4(2 ), if one of I!, f\ or化is not proper, there 
are links L and L'which are not self rt-equivalent. 
Example 1. £is not proper. 
Two links L and L'obtained by 2-fusions of a link£in Fig. :3 a.re not self 





Fi g 3 
Example 2. f1 1.s not proper. 
Two links L a.nd L' obtained by 2-fusions of f in Fig. 4 a.re not self 
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3 Product n-fusions and self炉move of links. 
In this section, we consider the self廿—equivalence of links obtained by product. 
fusions. 
Theorem 3.1. Let R and f.'be n-component links. Then f. and f.'are se�f 
tt-equivalent i:f and only if there is a product n、-.fusion of  Ro (-R') such that 
the link L。 o btained妙the fusion is self tt-equivalent to a trivial link. 
Proof. Suppose that R(C R門OJ)and f.'(C R3 [2] ) are self tt-equivalent. 
Then there a.re a surface瓦(cR3 [0,2] ) and disks C(c R3 [1]) having the 
same properties of the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
It is known that there is a. product n-fusion off. o (-R) such that the link 
L obtained by the fusion is a ribbon link [l]. Furthermore we may choose 
the disks£of the above product n-fusion of f. o (-R) in R3 [0] such that 
£n (E3 UC x {O}) = 0, where E3 is that of the proof of Theorem 2.2 and 
r。 n (£x [0 ,2]) = (f. n廊） x [O, 2] by the construction of f(。. Therefore 
we may easily construct tt-a.nnuli A。 in R汀0 ,2] between L and a link L'(= 
f.'o (-f.) + fJ(£x {2})). Since L is a. ribbon link, L is self tt-equiva.lent to a 
trivial link O [7]. Hence L'is tt-coborda.nt to O and so L'is self tt-equiva.lent 
to O by Lemma 2.1. Therefore we obtain the necessity. 
Next let us prove the sufficiency. Suppose that L', £a.re those of the 
above. Then L'+ fJ(£x { 2}) = f.'o (-f.) and so we easily construct tt-annuli 
between f.'and f.. Hence we obtain that f. and f.'are self tt-equivalent by 
Lemma 2.1. 
In general, the links obtained by product n-fusions of/! o£'are not unique 
up to self tt-equiva.lence. For example, let L, L'be two links obtained by 
product 2-fusions of 2 Hopf links, Fig. -5. Then L and L' are not self 廿一




f O (-£') L' 
Fig. 5 
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But the following is true for 2-component links obtained by product 2-
fusions. 
Theorem 3.2. Let P. =析U朽and P.' = k�Uk; be 2-corn、ponent links with 
L-i.nk(k1 , 朽） = s and L-ink(k�, 格） = s'and L, L' links obtained by product. 
2-fusions of P. of'. ff s ors' is even, L and L'are se�f tt-equi·ualent.
Proof. As both L(= K 1 UK砂and L'(= K�UK り are obtained by product
2-fusions off. o P.', P. is split from f'and so£-ink(K1 , Kり= Link(K�, K�) =
s + s'.
If s is even and s'is odd (or s is odd and s'is even ), s + s'is odd and so 
Land L'are self tt-equiva.lent by Lemma 2.:3(1). 
Next suppose that both sands'are even . Thens+ s'is even and so L, L' 
and f o P.'are proper and 1.p(L) = 1.p(.f of.') = <p(L') and <p(K;) = 1.p(k; o k:) =
<p(KI) by the construction of L, L', K; and K[ [.5]. Therefore cp(L) = {p(L')
and hence L and L'are self tt-equivalent by Lemma 2.:3. 
By Theorems :3.1 and :3.2, we obtain the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Le t f(=析叫） and f.' be 2-component links 、whichare self 
tt-equivalent. ff L-ink(k1 , 和） is even, any link obtained by produc t 2 -fusion of 
f o (-f.') is self tt-equivalent t o  a t rivial link. 
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